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Abstract 
In the Shared Space project, we explore, innovate, de-
sign and evaluate future computing environments that 
will radically enhance interaction between human and 
computers as well as interaction between humans medi-
ated by computers. In particular, we investigate how 
augmented reality enhanced by physical and spatial 3D 
user interfaces can be used to develop effective face-to-
face collaborative computing environments. How will 
we interact in such collaborative spaces? How will we 
interact with each other? What new applications can be 
developed using this technology? These are the ques-
tions that we are trying to answer in research on Shared 
Space. This paper provides a short overview of Shared 
Space, its directions, technologies and applications. 

Keywords: augmented reality, physical interaction, 
computer vision tracking, collaboration, entertainment. 

1. Introduction 
In the Shared Space project, we explore, innovate, 

design and evaluate future computing environments that 
will radically enhance interaction between human and 
computers as well as interaction between humans medi-
ated by computers. In particular, we investigate how 
augmented reality enhanced by physical and spatial 3D 
user interfaces can be used to develop effective face-to-
face collaborative computing environments. 

Shared Space integrates a number of novel interface 
technologies, including: 

Augmented reality. Augmented reality (AR), i.e. 
overlaying of virtual objects on the real world, allows us 
to integrate computer-generated and computer-
controlled objects into everyday physical reality [6]. 
Unlike virtual reality where the physical world is com-
pletely replaced with synthetic environments, in aug-
mented reality environments, 3D computer graphics 
objects are mixed with physical objects to become part 
of the real world. 

Collaborative computing. Using computers can be a 
lonely experience: normally, there is no support for col-
laborative activities in which several people can work 
together. In real world collaboration objects and infor-
mation can be simultaneously and asynchronously ac-
cessed by multiple participants, with communication 
discourse flowing freely between the participants. 
Shared Space aims to allow for a similar freedom of 
collaborative interaction that we have in physical envi-
ronments. We also aim to address some of the limita-

tions of current collaborative interfaces including the 
lack of spatial cues, the difficulty of interacting with 
shared 3D data, the introduction of artificial seams into a 
collaboration, and the need to be physically present at a 
computer to collaborate [8, 12]. 

Physical interfaces. Interaction with today’s graphi-
cal user interfaces (GUIs) is often dubbed as direct, 
meaning that the user “picks” and “manipulates” inter-
face objects using a mouse similarly to how we actually 
pick and manipulate physical objects. When compared 
to early command line interfaces, interaction in current 
GUIs is indeed more direct, nevertheless it can only be 
loosely compared to our interaction with the physical 
world. In fact, interface objects do not have physical 
properties, and “picking” and “manipulating” them are 
simply metaphors that help us understand how to use the 
interface by drawing from our everyday experiences. 
Shared Space investigates the use of physical, tangible 
interfaces [9] where the user can control the computer 
by physically manipulating multiple simple physical 
objects that become a part of the user interface. 

Spatial 3D user interfaces.  3D user interfaces, an 
important topic in virtual reality, explore how users can 
efficiently and effectively interact in spatial 3D com-
puter-generated environments. In spatial interfaces as 
well as in the physical world, users are not constrained 
by the 2D metaphor of conventional desktop user inter-
faces but can interact freely in space. Shared Space is a 
3D user interface that provides the user with rich spatial 
cues and combines spatial and physical interaction for 
easy control and manipulation of virtual objects. 

Computer vision tracking and registration. Com-
puter vision techniques have recently become very popu-
lar in user interface research [7] Shared Space makes 
heavy use of computer vision techniques for tracking 
and registering virtual objects in the physical world [2]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the 
next section, we briefly discuss related work, followed 
by a more detailed discussion of the technologies in-
volved in Shared Space: augmentation, collaboration, 
interaction and their implementation based on computer 
vision tracking and registration techniques. We then 
describe a collaborative application that uses these tech-
nologies, a game demonstrated at SIGGRAPH 99.  

2. Related work 
Shared Space has been inspired by a number of pre-

vious research projects in augmented reality and ubiqui-



tous computing , computer supported collaborative work 
(CSCW), 3D user interfaces and virtual reality, and tan-
gible and physical computing [15]. Our research on 
Shared Space integrates many of these individual com-
ponents into an effective interface that can support intui-
tive face to face 3D CSCW. 

While the use of spatial cues and three-dimensional 
object manipulation are common in face to face commu-
nication, tools for three-dimensional CSCW are still 
rare. One approach is to add collaborative capabilities to 
existing desktop-based three-dimensional packages. 
However, a two-dimensional (2D) interface for three-
dimensional collaboration can have severe limitations, 
such as users finding it difficult to visualize depth cues 
or the different viewpoints of their collaborators [10]. 

Alternative techniques include using large stereo 
projection screens to project a three-dimensional virtual 
image into space, such as in the CAVE system [5]. Un-
fortunately, images can only be rendered from a single 
user’s viewpoint in this setting, so only one person will 
see true stereo. While this might be satisfactory for some 
tasks, such as collaborative viewing, effective face to 
face CSCW using CAVE is impossible. 

Multi-user immersive virtual environments provide 
an extremely natural medium for three dimensional 
CSCW. Research on the DIVE project [4], GreenSpace 
[11] and other fully immersive multi-participant virtual 
environments has shown that collaborative work is in-
deed intuitive in such surroundings. Participants can 
seamlessly exchange and communicate gesture, voice 
and graphical information. However, most current multi-
user VR systems are fully immersive, separating the user 
from the real world: notes, documents, tools and other 
artifacts of everyday life cannot be easily accessed from 
immersive virtual environments. 

Unlike other methods for three-dimensional CSCW, 
augmented reality interfaces can overlay graphics and 
audio onto the real world. This allows for creation of AR 
interfaces that combine the advantages of virtual envi-
ronments and possibilities for seamless interaction with 
real world objects and other collaborators. 

Single user AR interfaces have been developed for 
computer aided instruction [6], medical visualization 
[1], information displays and other purposes. These ap-
plications have shown that AR interfaces can enable a 
person to interact with the real world in ways never be-
fore possible. However, although AR techniques have 
proven valuable in single user applications, there has 
been significantly less research on collaborative, multi-
user applications. The AR2 Hockey [12] and the 
Studierstube project [14] are two of the few exceptions. 

On the interface side while the physical and tangible 
interfaces have been extensively explored [9], there have 
been few efforts at combining them with spatial 3D in-
terfaces. Finally, computer vision techniques have been 
extensively used to track and register virtual objects in 

augmented reality applications. Our approach was in-
spired by the work of Rekimoto who developed a tech-
nique for robust tracking of 2D markers [13]. 

3. Shared Space 
This section discusses key aspects of Shared Space, 

i.e., augmentation, collaboration, interaction, and im-
plementation based on computer vision tracking and 
registration techniques. 

3.1 Augmentation 
Shared Space uses a head-mounted display (HMD) 

with a lightweight camera mounted in front of the dis-
play. The output from the camera is connected to a com-
puter and then to the HMD so that the user sees the real 
world through the video image. In the physical environ-
ment there are a number of marked cards with square 
fiducial patterns on them and a unique identifying sym-
bol in the middle of the pattern. When the user looks at 
these cards, computer vision techniques are used to iden-
tify the specific marker, calculate head position and ori-
entation relative to the fiducial marks, and display 3D 
virtual images so that they appear precisely registered 
with the physical objects (Figure 1). The details of the 
implementation are briefly described later in the paper, 
for a full description see [2].  

3.2 Collaboration 
Shared Space allows users to refer to physical notes, 

diagrams, books and other real objects while at the same 
time viewing and interacting with virtual images. More 
importantly, co-located users can see each other's facial 
expressions, gestures and body language thus supporting 
natural face-to-face communication cues. Thus the 
Shared Space interface allows multiple users in the same 
location to simultaneously work in both the real and 
virtual world (Figure 2). Since all users share the same 
database of virtual objects, they see the same virtual 
objects attached to the markers from their own view-
points. Users can pick up and show cards to the other 
participants, or pass or request virtual objects in the 
same manner that we do with real objects. 

 
Figure 1: The HMD and a camera are used for register-
ing and viewing virtual objects. Here a samurai model 

appears on top of the physical marker. 



3.3 Interaction 
Shared Space explores the use of spatial and physical 

interaction in augmented environments: the user can 
directly manipulate virtual objects by manipulating 
marked physical objects with virtual objects on them 
(Figure 1). The system can robustly track the motion of 
the physical markers and keep the virtual object pre-
cisely aligned relative to the marker. Several markers 
can be tracked simultaneously so the relative positions 
of marked objects to each other can be used to trigger 
virtual object interactions.  For example, placing a card 
with a virtual UFO on it next to one with an alien may 
trigger an animation of the alien flying in the UFO (Fig-
ure 3). There are a wide range of spatial relationships 
and physical object interactions (shaking, rotating, etc..) 
that may be used for virtual interactions.  

3.4 Tracking and registration 
Shared Space uses a computer vision based tracking 

algorithm designed by Hirokazu Kato [2]. By tracking 
rectangular markers of known size the relative camera 
position and orientation can be found in real time. Once 
this is known, the virtual camera can be placed at the 
same position so 3D computer graphics objects appear 
to be exactly attached to markers (Figure 4).  

4. Applications and user experiences 
A number of applications have been developed and 

explored using various components and configurations 
of the Shared Space technology, including a mobile AR 
conferencing space for remote users [3]. In this section 
we describe a collaborative entertainment application, 
which was demonstrated at the Emerging Technologies 
exhibit at the SIGGRAPH99 conference. The goal of 
this demonstration was to show how augmented reality 
could be used to enhance face-to-face collaboration in a 
way that could be used by novices with no training. 

A multi-player game similar to the game “Concentra-
tion” was designed. We presented visitors with sixteen 
5x7 inch playing cards with tracking patterns on one 
side, and the visitors were required to match cards. The 
cards were placed on a table that up to three people 
could gather around. Each user wore a HMD with a 
camera attached connected to a computer as previously 
described.  When players turned the cards over they saw 
a different 3D virtual object on each card, such as a 
witch, horse, alien, or crabs (Figure 3). The goal of the 
game was to match objects that logically belonged to-
gether, such as an alien and UFO. When cards that 
matched were placed side by side, an animation was 
triggered involving the objects on the card. For example, 
when the card with the virtual witch on it was placed 
next to the card with a virtual broom on it, the witch 
would jump on the broom and start to fly around in a 
circle. Sound cues were also played corresponding to the 
different animations cued. Since the players were all co-
located they could easily see each other, and the virtual 
objects. 

Over the course of the week of August 7-13 around 
3000 conference participants tried the exhibit. Users had 
no difficulty with the AR interface and exhibited the 

  
Figure 3: Spatial interaction in Shared Space: users 

trigger animation of virtual objects (in this case the alien 
and UFO) by bringing two cards together. 

 
Figure 2: In collaborative environment of the Shared 
Space, users can see and interact with physical and 
virtual objects, and also see the other participants. 

 
Figure 4: Shared Space tracking and registration technique. 
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same sort of collaborative behavior seen in typical face-
to-face interaction with physical objects. For instance, 
during players would often spontaneously collaborate 
with strangers who had a matching card, request and 
pass cards around as well as collaboratively view objects 
and completed animations. Furthermore, since the 
matches were not obvious, users would often request and 
receive help from other collaborators.  

The physical, tangible nature of our interface made 
collaborative interaction very easy and intuitive. Users 
passed cards between each other, picked up and viewed 
virtual objects from all angles and almost always ex-
pressed surprise and enjoyment when they got a match 
and the static virtual objects came to life. By combining 
a tangible, physical interface with 3D virtual imagery, 
we found that even young children could play and enjoy 
the game (Figure 5). Users did not need to learn any 
complicated computer interface or command sets – the 
only instructions people needed was to turn the cards 
over, not cover the tracking patterns, and find objects 
that matched. 

Users also commented on how much they liked the 
image recognition and on how little lag there was in the 
system. This comment is interesting because there was 
actually a significant (200-300ms) delay, however, the 
users became so immersed they did not notice this. 

 
Figure 5: A child in the Shared Space game 

5. Conclusions 
In our work on Shared Space, we combine real and 

virtual worlds to create compelling 3D collaborative 
experiences in which the technology transparently sup-
ports normal human behaviors. It is this transparency 
that is a key characteristic of the Shared Space research 
and should enable the continued development of innova-
tive collaborative AR interfaces in the future. In the fu-
ture we plan on investigating how our tangible aug-
mented reality approach can support seamless transitions 
between physical reality and immersive virtual reality in 
a collaborative setting. For more information see: 
http://www.mic.atr.co.jp/~poup/research/ar/ or 
http://www.hitl.washington.edu/research/shared_space/   
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